In this work, we present a Least-Square-Error (LSE), reairsive method for generating piecewise-constant approximations of images. The method ii developed using an optimization approach to minimize a cost function. The cost function, proposed here, is based on segmenting the image, recursively, using Binary Space Panitionings (BSPs) of the image domain. We derive a LSE necessary condition for the oplimum piecewise-constant approximation, and use ihis condition to develop an algorithm for generating the LSE. BSP-L*SCd approximation. The proposed algorithm provides a significant reduaion in the ccmputatio.a1 expense when compared with a bnne force method. As shown in the paper, the LSE algorithn generates efficient segmentations of simple as well as comp'ex images. This shows the potential ofthe LSE approximation approath for image cxxiing alicaiicns. Moreover, the BSP-based segmentation provides a veiy simple (yet flexible) description of the regions resulting from the paiIitioning. This makes the proposed aroximation method useful for orming image affine transformations (e.g., rotation and scaling) which are common in computergrapbics applications.
INTRODUCTION
Many image processing and computer vision problems have been approached, in recent years, using segmentation-based image representation methods. For example, contour-texwre segmentation techniques are used in [Kunt] and [Kocher] for high compression image coding applications. In [Leclerci the author explains the importance of solving the image partitioning problem as a first step toward solving the scene partitioning problem which arises in image understanding applications. Leclerc solves the image partitioning pmblem in the framework of the minimum-description-length (MDL) principle [Rissanen] using a segmentation-based language (contours and regions). The work by Mumford and Shah [Mumford] approaches boundary detection as a segmentatioo problem, and provides an excellent framework for this problem using optimization of functionals. A similar functional method defined on a discrete domain was first introduced in [Geman] .
The works presented in [Marroquin] and [Besi] are examples of approaching the image segmentation problem with a regularization solution.
These and many other segmentation-based image representation and description methods share two common aspects. First, the desired image is modeled as a piecewise-smooth function. This piecewise-smooth model is usually represented by (1) the geometry (e.g., shape or boundary) of the regions resulting from the segmentation, and (2) smooth and continuous functions (e.g., low order polynomials) representing the interiors of these regions. The second common aspect of segmentation-based approhes is the requirement to segment the image into a minimwn number of regions (to hieve efficient representation) such that the piecewise-smooth approximation (or the reconstrncted image from the segmentation-based description) is a minimwn distance from the original image. These two desired features provide the nght ingredients for any segmentationbased description method to be solved as an optimization problem.
Only few of the papers mentioned above approh the image segmentation problem as one of optimization. Good examples of optimization-based treatment to the problem are [Mumford] and [Leclerc] . Our objective in this paper is to develop, within the framework of optimization theory, a fast algorithm for constructing a simple segmentation-based description of an image using a piecewise-constant approximation model (which is a special case of the piecewise-smooth model).
The first step needed for an optimization-based treatment, is the formulation of a cost function (or a functional in variational analysis). The cost function derived for any segmentation-based image representation approach is dependent on the particular language selected for describing the geometry and the interiors of the piecewise-smooth approximation model. In our recent work [Radha 90b ] [Radha 91b ], we introduced a Binary Space Partitioning tree representation of images. We have shown 0-8194-0742-9/91/$4.00 that a BSP tree-based description of images provides efficient representation useful for image coding and manipulation applications. In the next section we explain, briefly, the BSP tree representation of images, and formulate the appropriate cost function, which is based on the BSP tree description language. In Section 3 we describe how our cost function fits within the framework of optimal aproximation theory, and use this cost fiution to dezive the main results of this woric The main results are global and local necessary conditions fx the piecewise-constant approximation which minimizes our cost function. Based on these results, we outhne in Section 4 an algorithm for constructing a piecewise-constant approximation of an arbitrary image using the BSP tree representation method. Simulation results are shown in Section 5.
LSE-BASED BSP TREE REPRESENTATION OF IMAGES
In [Radha 90b ] and [Radha 91b ], we deSCribed an image representation method based on Binary Spe Partitioning (BSP) [Thibault] . This method provides an efficient representation (useful for image coding), a simple data structure (binary tree), and a very flexible description of the geometry of the regions resulting from the segmentation. Both the simple data structure and the flexible geometric description make the BSP approach useful for perfonning affine transformations (e.g. rotation and scaling) that are common in computer graphics applications.
The BSP approach partitions the desired image, recursively, by straight lines in a hierarchical manner. First, a line is selected (based on an appropriate criterion) to xirtition the whole image into two sub-images. Using the same criterion, two lines are selected to split the two sub-images resulting from the first partitioning. This procedure is repeated until a terminating criterion is reached. The outcome of this recursive partitioning is a set of (unpartitioned) convex regions which are referred to as the cells of the segmented image. A good segmentation is obtained when the pixel values within each cell are homogeneous. The recursive xirtitioning generates a binary tree representation of the image known as the Binary Space Partitioning tree (BSP tree). The non-leaf nodes of the BSP tree represent the xirtitioning lines, and the leaves represent the cells (unpartitioned regions) of the image.
The most critical aspect of the BSP representation approach is the criterion used for selecting the partitioning lines. In our previous work [Radha 91b ], we based the partitioning on the image boundary information (edges). This criterion provides, in general, very good segmentation. However, the accury of this boundary-based BSP tree representation is constrained by the number of edge points one can detect from the original image. This can be a serious problem for images with week boundaries and low contrast [Radha 91a ] [Radha 91b ]. Mother criterion for selecting the partitioning lines could be to minimize some error function.
In this woit we develop a Least-Square-Error (LSE) method for generating a BSP-based, piecewise-constant approximation of images. When partitioning the image by a straight line into two sub-images, we approximate the pixels' intensities within these two sub-images by their respective mean values. We use the Square Error (SE) function e(x, y), which is the square of the difference between the original image I(x, y) and the piecewise-constant approximation m(x, y). As shown in Figure 1 , m(x, y) consists of (1) two constant values corresponding to the two sub-images' means, and (2) a discontinuity (between the two constant values) along the partitioning line. For each line h passing through the image domain there is a SE function e(x,y; h) and a mean function m(x,y; h) (which is the piecewise-constant approximation) associated with that line. By integrating the SE function e(x,y; h) over the whole image domain, one gets the total square error E(h) resulting from approximating the two sub-images by their respective mean values.
Therefore, E(h) is the cost function of the recursive, BSP tree representation method. At every step of the BSP recursion, our objective is to find the (optimum) line h0 which minimizes our cost function E(h). We refer to h0 as the LSE line. For example, if H denotes the set of straight lines that pass through the domain of the desired image I(x, y), then the (first) line h0 selected to partition I(x, y) has to meet the following condition:
Using a brute-force method, h0 can be determined by computing the total error E(h) for all possible lines (i.e. for all h E H) that ss through the image domain. However, this exhaustive search is very computationally intensive. As an example, for an image of size NxN pixels, the brute-force method requires on the order ofN4 operations to detect the optimum line.
Using the cost function E(h), in this paper we derive a necessary condition for the optimum partitioning line h0. We refer to this condition as the LSE test. Performing the LSE test on every line h that passes through the image domain produces a list [ Moreover, this result is valid when D is partitioned into more than two subdomains. However, the more general case is beyond the rope of this paper.
In the following sub-section we use Lemma 1 to derive a necessary condition fix the parameter vector a that minimizes E(a). As will be shown, one form of this necessary condition is a relationship between the two error density functions 1 (x,y; a) and e2 (x,y ; a) evaluated along the partitioning curve y = p(x;a).
The LSE Necessary Condition
To simplify the minimization of the error function E as expressed in equation (3), we restrict D to be a convex domain.
. ! p(a0) e1(x,p; a0) dx = .1 p(a0) e2(x,p; a0) dx (5b) for i = 1 ,2,... ,n, where d is the domain ofthepartitioning curve p(x; cc0) over the x-axis and within the convex region D, andp' = apiaa.
Theorem 1 shows that the error density functions and 2 have to meet the above condition along the LSE partitioning curve. In other wxds, a knowledge of the error function along a given p can determine if m(x,y; p) is a potential LSE approximation of J(x,y) x not. Therefore, if (x,y; a) and e2 (x,y; a) & not satisfy equation (5b) for a given curve p(x; a), then we know that this p does not minimize the error function E(a). (Due to the lack of space, the proof is omitted here. A complete proof for the theorem is given in [Radha 90a] .) It should be clear that a knowledge of the error density functions and e2 along the partitioning curve p requires a knowledge of (1) the constant approximations and m2, and (ii) the Original function I(x,y) along p (i.e. I(x,p)). This leads to a more intersting form of the condition in equation 5b.
.
The necessary condition of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following necessary condition for the partitioning curve p(x;a0) which minimizes the errorfunction E(a):
If one thinks ofp as a weighting function (or a probability density in x over the domain d) fr the original signal I(x,y) along the partitioning curve p. then this corollary shows that the average value of J(x,p) has to be equal to the average value of the two constant approximations m1 and m2 when p minimizes the error functional E(p). It is important to note that this condition (of equal averages) has to be met for all n weighting functions p , a(a1 ,a2,... , a}. 
note that there several ways to test and interpret the condition of Eq. 7. In the following subsection, we Lake a c1osei look at this necessary condition, and define a nonnalized transform useful for computing Eq. 7.
The LSE Partitioning Line (LPL) Transform
As explained in the previous subsection, a line h which minimizes the error function E (as expressed in Eq. (3)), has to satisfy the condition of Eq. 7. This necessary condition can be expressed as follows:
: -'A(x2+x1) I I(x,h(x)) 0 (8) Using a change of variables: t = x -Vz(x2 ), and x = ½(x2 ) it can be shown that Eq. (8) is equivalent to the following expression: 10 I tf(t)dt=O (9) -10
If one thinks off(t) as a weighting function for t, then Eq. (9) states that the weighted average of t has to be zero. Since t = x -'A [x2 +x1 ], this is equivalent to having the average value of x (weighted by the image function I(x,h) along the line h) equals the midpoint x = Y2 [x2 +x1 I between x1 and x2.
It should be clear from equations (8) and (9) For all three images, we use a hierarchical method for sampling the parameter sp;e of the straight lines passing through a given region D. In other words, for any region D (under consideration at a given step of the recursive partitioning) the number of lines tested against the LSE criterion of Eq. 1 1 is proportional to the area of D. For example, the number of lines considered for partitioning the whole image (i.e., at the first step of the recursion) is 2x256x256. As the partitioning progresses, this number is decreased to as little as four lines only. In addition to its computational advantage, this hierarchical approach for sampling the parameter spe provides an efficient representation of the partitioning lines. This efficient representation is very important for image coding applications as explained in [Radha 90b ] [Radha 91b ]. (The detailed description on how to implement the hierarchical sampling of the It should be clear that the thresholds T and Te have a significant impact on the efficiency (measured by the total number of unpartitioned regions) and the accuracy of the resulting piecewise-constant approximation. The higher T, the more partitioning lines are admitted to the set CD. This increases the probability of detecting the tual LSE partitioning lines. On the other hand, the lower T, the less lines are admitted into CD, and consequently, the faster one can detect the partitioning lines. Moreover, the lower Te ' thC more accurate the approximation. However, the higher Te ' the less regions result from the partitioning, and therefore the more efficient the representation.
Before leaving this section, let us provide a rough estimate for the computational advantage of using the proposed LSE algorithm versus the brute force method for detecting the optimum partitioning line. With the brute force scenario one has to compute the error function E for all lines in the set HD .For now let assume that HD contains ND discrete lines. Since the amount of computation required for evaluating E is proportional to the area A iof the domain (under consideration) D, the computational expense of detecting the optimum partitioning line is on the order of (ND AD).
Using the LSE algorithm, however, one needs to compute the LPL transform L(h) for all ND lines. Siixe computing L(h) is proportional to the length b of the domain D boundary, the expense of computing L(h) for all ND lines is on the order of ND b. In addition, one needs to compute the square error E for all N lines which satisfy the LSE line criterion (i.e., for all h€ CD). Therefore, the computational expense of using the LSE algorithm is on the order of (ND b + Nc AD). Based on these numbers, the computational advantage ratio R can be expressed as follows: (12) If the number of LSE candidates (i.e., Nc) that satisfy the line criterion of equation (1 1) is very small (which is the case for most images) such that ND b >> NCAD the computational advantage R will be on the order of (AD Ib). For an image with NxN pixels this means that R 0(N). If N 256, which is the case for the images shown in the next section, this represents a computational saving of two orders of magnitudes. For example, using the brute force method, it takes about six hours (on a Sun-4 mKhine) to detect only one (the first) LSE partitioning line for the image shown in Figure 4 , whereas using our LSE-based algorithm, it takes about 45 minutes (on the same mhine) to generate the complete piecewise-constant approximation shown in Figure 7a . (See the next section for more details regarding our simulation results.)
SIMULATION RESULTS
The algorithm described is Section 4 was simulated in the C language, and tested on the original images shown in Figures 3,  4 , and 5. These images represent simple, low-contrast, and highly-texwred types of scenes, respectively. Throughout this section, we refer to Figures 3, 4 , and 5 by the cross, Mona Lisa, and girl images, eh with a size of 256x256 pixels. The main objective of presenting the results of the cross image is to demonstrate how the LSE algorithm works. Due to its simplicity, one would expect that a good segmentation-based representation of the cross image should generate a perfect approximation (i.e., zero error) with a minimum number of regions. straight lines passing through a polygon with an arbitrary shape is beyond the scope of this papez, and is the subject of a future work regarding BSP-based image coding.) Figure 6 shows the piecewise-constant approximalion of the cross at different gages of the LSE recursive algorithm. As seen in the figure, at every step, the selected LSE line coincides exactly with one of the straight lines at the boundary of the cross. The final result (shown in Figure 6 ) is a peziect approximation of the cross with only 13 regions (i.e., 13 BSP tree cells). This demonsirates the efficieiiy of the LSEbased tioning when applied on simple images containing strong edges.
For the Mona Lisa image, we set the line criterion threshold T = 0.05, and the average square error threshold Te 100. Figures   8b and 8d show the corresponding piecewise-constant apjoximations of the girl image without the partitioning lines. Due to the large textured areas in the girl image, larger number of partitionings where needed to achieve the same level of curacy as in the Mona Lisa piecewise-constant approximations (shown in Figure 7) . Again, in this case, one can notice that the LSE algorithm succeeded in producing an efficient partitioning by selecting lines passing through the boundaries (or edges) of the objects in the image.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have presented a LSE-based, recursive method for generating piecewise-constant approximations of images. The method was developed using an optimization appoach to minimize a square cmx (cost) function. We have derived both a global and local LSE necessary condition for the optimum curve whkth minimizes this error function.
As shown in the previous section, the proposed LSE algorithm provides an efficient segmentation of simple as well as complex images. This shows the potential of this approximation approh for image coding applications. In addition, the proposed algorithm provides a significant reduction in the computational expense fx detecting the LSE partitioning lines when compared with a brute force method.
Currently, we are working on using this LSE-based and a boundary-based (proposed in our previous work [Radha 91b ]) BSP tree representation method to develop an efficient image coding algorithm. Moreover, further improvements can be made to the LSE algorithm. F example, a beuer way to detect the partitioning lines that satisfy the LSE condition (see Eq. 1 1), is to look for the zero-crossings of I L(h) -x (h)I in the parameter spe rather than using a threshold value (i.e., the line criterion threshold Ta). Th new searching method can eliminate a large number of LSE candithte lines, and therefore, can improve the speed of the algorithm. We also considering a hybrid approach where both boundary and LSE-based partitionings are used to generate the piecewise-constant approximation of images. It is our belief that this hybrid approach will provide a better segmentation than either method applied alone.
